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“RENAISSANCE OF THE LIBRARY: CENTRE OF URBANITY AND CATALYSER FOR KNOWLEDGE CITIES”1 … 
 

 

The web-based access to information and literature is growing faster and faster. Connected with the digi-

talisation of books (e-books) predictions of the dying out of the material books and with them the dying out 

of libraries arises. Google Books and e-book reader are conductive to these prospects. However, it is sur-

prising, that there are lots of new built libraries, for instance the New Library of Alexandria (Egypt) the Ro-

lex-Learning Center in Lausanne (CH), the Library Concept Center in Delft (NL) and The Berlin Brain (D). Fur-

thermore there is a huge number of libraries planned like the new Deichmanske Bibliotek in Oslo. So the 

following questions are to be asked: “Why do people go to the library?” and “Which functions could librar-

ies fulfil?”  

 

This paper focuses on public libraries in urban space: New libraries like the planned new Deichmanske Bib-

liotek in Oslo can act as centres of the social life in a city and therefore they can be catalysers for Knowl-

edge Cities. Public libraries are no more just a place to loan books, but they can be cultural and social mid-

points of a city. They provide a wide range of services like exhibitions, readings, discussions, events, and 

meeting spaces for heterogenic groups of users.   

 To investigate library spaces it is crucial and fruitful to conduct empirical studies. Therefore I will 

start by giving you a short introduction to my theoretical and empirical concept. In the following it is - from 

my point of view - essential to explain and give some transparency in the ways I collected my data material. 

Therefore I will enable you to have an insight in the empirical methods I use for library investigation. The 

main part of the paper consists of the results of my studies.   

 

 

1 Doing library space research: A relational concept for theoretical and empirical use 
 

Libraries are an excellent example of knowledge spaces and are made for the storage, production and 

transformation of knowledge. Knowledge spaces are on the one hand existing material spaces; on the other 

hand are the genesis and the transfer of knowledge embedded in social processes of learning and teaching. 

With the spatial turn the understanding of space as social constructed became familiar. Space is the “result 

of relations of bodies”2. It is important to me to understand knowledge spaces as both characterised by 

their material and their social aspects. And it is essential to keep in mind that it is necessary to design a 

concept that works theoretically as well as empirically.  

                                                           
1
 This Paper was written especially for the Conference of the Nordic Sociological Association 2011. It is based on former papers and 

on the projects “Spaces of Knowledge”, “Space Expedition: Konstanz” and “(Für) Gesellschaft bauen” (Building (for) Society) I con-
ducted during the last years.  
2
In original: „Ergebnis von Beziehungen zwischen Körpern“, Fritsche, Caroline, Eva Lingg, and Christian Reutlinger. 2010. 

"Raumwissenschaftliche Basics - eine Einleitung." Pp. 11-24 in Raumwissenschaftliche Basics. Eine Einführung für die Soziale Arbeit, 
edited by C. Reutlinger, C. Fritsche, and E. Lingg. Wiesbaden: VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften. P. 13 
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Consequently I come from two primary components of space: The social space and the material space. Due 

to the concept of “social spaces” of Pierre Bourdieu3 a socio-demographic description of the library users is 

easy to realise: The social space can be investigated by “capital”, “habitus” and the position of the library 

users in “social fields”.  

The material space can be characterised by analysing the materialities like wood, steal, glass and 

their dimension, and by the „free“ space between these materialities. By Martina Löw this placing of goods 

can be found in the term „spacing“.4 Architectural artefacts like maps, signs and symbols and technologies 

like the IT-infrastructure are also parts of the material space.  

 

 

 
Figure 1: Concept of Space 

 

Space in a relational meaning exists always in the intersection of social and material space. The grey part of 

figure 1 points this out. This is space in its totality. Here the “Spatial Practices” and the “Concepts of Space” 

are created. “Spatial Practices” means to include the following: Perception and annexation of space, fill 

space with life, make use of it and put effort in designing it. “Spatial Concepts” focus on the shaped design 

of space and the conception of potential ways of using. The Practices and the Concepts are owed to Le-

febvres triad of space.5 In conclusion there are four categories to be investigated: “Social Space”, “Material 

Space”, “Practices” and “Concepts”. For me it is of prior importance to clarify the single parts in a way, that 

allows to make them available for the empirical work. Each of these components cannot build space by its 

own. Space is characterised by the mutual saturation of these categories. They have just been separated to 

generate unambiguous categories that are practically useful for the empirical investigation.    

 

The understanding of space in its duality as result of and condition for social processes is crucial for the 

relational concept of space. Space is produced by social practice and at the same time it structures social 

activities. This relational model of space becomes more and more established, especially since Martina Löw 

published her book concerning sociology of space.6 The conception of space of Martina Löw persuades, 

because it encapsulates both, material as well as social components and these components constitute each 

                                                           
3
 Bourdieu, Pierre. 1998. Die feinen Unterschiede - Kritik der gesellschaftlichen Urteilskraft. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp. 

4
 Löw, Martina. 2009. "Materialität und Bild. Die 'Architektur der Gesellschaft' aus strukturierungstheoretischer Perspektive." in Die 

Architektur der Gesellschaft. Theorien für die Architektursoziologie, edited by H. Delitz and J. Fischer. Bielefeld: transcript. 
5
 Lefebvre, Henri. 2007. The Production of Space. Malden: Blackwell. 

6
 Löw, Martina. 2001. Raumsoziologie. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp. 
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other. Martina Löw defines space as a relational arrangement of human beings, animals and social goods. 

Two processes are constitutive for space: ”Spacing” and “synthesis”. Spacing terms the placing and ar-

rangement of social goods and human beings.7 Spacing includes in a holistic meaning human beings, ani-

mals, movable and immovable goods. In the case of human beings and animals spacing refers to the posi-

tioning and the movement from one position to another as well. “Synthesis” stands for the processes of 

perception, imagination and memory that summarise and combine goods and human beings to spaces. 8 

Thus a relational conception of space is generated, which incorporates the material as well as the social, 

and which makes positions in spaces describable.  At the same time it includes the process of constitution 

of space in the perception of human beings.  

 

As theories in the context of the “spatial turn” increase exponentially, the empirical approaches attract far 

less attention. The relational concept of space is indeed theoretically defined but hasn’t become sufficiently 

transferred into the empirical implementation. Recently there have been some seminal papers in the field 

of sociology of space, but just one of them transparently shows how to empirically investigate space: Lars 

Frers9 decided to give a full insight in the way he did his explorative work. His results are on a high level 

comprehensible.  

 

The empirical qualitative methods I have chosen to investigate library spaces include target groups analysis 

and library user statistics to learn more concerning the “Social Space”. To study the “Material Space” par-

ticipant observations and photo documentations have been conducted, and maps, floor plans, aerial views, 

festschrifts and foundation documents have been analysed. Above all expert interviews provided lots of 

information, not only concerning the material space, but also in the context of the “Concepts of Space”. 

These interviews enable to understand the concepts like purposes, functionality, and strategy. Mental 

maps, manual interviews with users, and participant observations have been suitable to investigate “Spatial 

Practices”.  

 

 

2 Information Architecture for Libraries enables participation in knowledge spaces 

Why libraries should be understood as knowledge space?  Knowledge can be defined as the result of linking 

data and information.10 I follow John Searle by saying: Just human beings are able to produce knowledge.11 

Knowledge cannot be just material in a library.  You can arrange and align media, that‘s in the meaning of 

Searle just the syntax. Or spoken with Martina Löw: The spacing. The understanding of the content and the 

relation of the information Searle calls the semantics. This process of knowledge production is bonded to 

human beings. This is the connection to the relational conception of space: The social is essential to make 

the synthesis (as Martina Löw defines it) and therefore the semantics. The human factor has to be inte-

grated in both, the definition of knowledge as well as the definition of (knowledge) spaces. Libraries be-

come knowledge spaces cause of the presence of humans.  

 

                                                           
7
 Ibid. P. 158. 

8
 Ibid. P. 159.  

9
 Frers, Lars. 2007. Einhüllende Materialitäten. Eine Phänomenologie des Wahrnehmens und Handelns an Bahnhöfen und 

Fährterminals, Edited by G. Klein, M. Löw, and M. Meuser. Bielefeld: transcript. Lars Frers has been Fellow at the University of Oslo 
(project: „Routes, Roads and Landscapes“) 
10

 Ackoff, Russell Lincoln. 1989. "From Data to Wisdom - Presidential Address to ISGSR June 1988." Journal of Applied Systems 

Analysis 16:3-9. 
11

 Searle, John R. 1986. Geist, Hirn und Wissenschaft. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Taschenbuch Wissenschaft. 
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On the basis of results of my empirical work can be shown that information architecture, a concept better 

known in the field of web design, has an important function in libraries. Information Architecture focuses 

on the main concept of a library, the alignment of several building parts, the organisation of the rooms and 

the media within them and of course on the orientation and navigation of the library users. Library archi-

tecture can work as a medium of orientation. But it can also be like a labyrinth and hinder users in their 

orientation and navigation. It, too, works as an access denier: If one hasn’t the cultural capital (Bourdieu) 

and therefore the experience how to use a library, he/she will get lost within the rooms, shelves and books 

without navigation help. The collected data material illustrates that material and social closing mechanisms 

not only make a contribution to the perception and experience of space, but also have effects on the proc-

esses of knowledge production.  

 

Let’s start with the macro level of orientation and navigation. By viewing the library building of the Univer-

sity of Konstanz (a public library for all citizens of the town) from the perspective of users a first problem is 

visible: There is no library building. The library is 

incorporated in a complex of buildings. It is some 

kind of nucleus of the university. It doesn‘t open up 

itself to users in its dimensions. Two different em-

pirical methods provided the same results: The li-

brary is invisible from the outside and the way to it 

isn’t enough signposted. During photo documenta-

tions I simulated to find the way from the bus sta-

tion of the university to the entrance of the main 

part of the library. The bus station is shown in the 

map where the little bus can be seen. It seems as 

the library could not be far away. Arriving at the 

university by bus the main entrance of the university 

is situated vis-à-vis. Just some footsteps behind the 

door there is a list of all university buildings and 

functional areas on the left. But a map like you can 

see in figure 2 doesn‘t exist.   

 

 

 

By defining orientation as identifying the own location, it is often implemented in maps with a red arrow or 

ring or some text such as „You‘re here“. In the case of the University of Konstanz the orientation has to fail 

at the very first beginning. After arriving at the campus you don‘t know where you are. Navigation in the 

meaning of planning and following a route to a chosen destination – in this example the entrance to the 

library - may succeed, insofar as you can find a direction sign, which shows the way to the library or as you 

know yet, where the library is situated. It became clear that in spite of short distances it often isn‘t possible 

to find the library without asking someone for help. During a Mental Map session with a group of library 

first-time users (non academic people who want to use the library and therefore participated in a guided 

tour) the same has been named. 12 The main entrance of the library is hidden and hard to find. Signs, maps, 

floor plans and their coordination are from my point of view technical and material providers of orientation 

and navigation. They are essential for the constitution of space, because they even enable the access to 

                                                           
12

 Mental Map Session, 14 participants, 27.04.2010. 

Figure 2: Library of the University of Konstanz (coloured in red) 
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spaces and thus the synthesis. Here the library architecture hinders people to participate in knowledge 

spaces and therefore in knowledge society.  

 

Imagine: We found the entrance of the library. And here we go again! The things we have to look for and to 

find are just smaller: parts of buildings, part of the book stock and working areas.  

As said before the dimensions and the architectural design of the university library of Konstanz are not 

visible from the outside. And the floor plans are confusing and hard to remember. The architecture displays 

a huge moment of irritation. Library users have to learn to know the library by walking through it. Irritation 

combined with the feelings of uncertainty and being lost are often named by library users.13 First of all the 

ring like alignment of the buildings is a resistance for orientation and navigation. In mental maps this can be 

seen. Generally it‘s hard to draw a map of the library. Why is this relevant? Christopher Alexander explains 

the problem in “A Pattern Language – Towns – Buildings - Constructions”: ”In many modern building com-

plexes the problem of disorientation is acute. People have no idea where they are, and they experience con-

siderable mental stress.” 14 and: „This problem only seems to be important for newcomers, because a person 

who is familiar with a place can orientate oneself, even if the complex is bad organised. Psychological find-

ings indicate that the effect of a bad organised utilisation is nearly as harmful to a person who is familiar 

with a place as to a newcomer“.15  

Accordingly the library of the University of Konstanz is a labyrinth. And therefore material orientation and 

navigation play an important role. How can library spaces become knowledge spaces? And how does archi-

tecture that resists the orientation and navigation become Information Architecture? 

 

The primary concept of space in the university library of Konstanz is interconnected with the presentation 

of all media using a systematic alignment. Several parts of the library stand for several thematic parts of the 

media collection. Within particular buildings, parts of the media stock are located on separated floors or 

rooms, according to the systematic and thematic position of the media. The primary materio-spatial con-

cept of the library allows for library research directly in the library by shelf browsing. For example when you 

know that Sociology of  Space is located in the building S for social sciences and under the signature „soz 

766“ then you will find not only the literature you are looking for but even more other interesting and topic 

related media. The systematic positioning of media enables library users to classify the media in a reference 

framework. „The shelf number of the book, which mirrors its theme, is *…+ the book's address on the 

shelves.” 16  

 

On the meso level multiple propositions of orientation and navigation have been materially implemented. 

Primary is the intuitive comprehensible naming of the buildings, like building S for social sciences. Then the 

several departments follow like “soz” for sociology. That basic conception provides a first orientation within 

the library complex. Easily accessible signs and labelling of shelves are added. The importance of this I 

would like to clarify by an example. The photo in figure 3 shows the building J of the university library of 

Konstanz. Here every single row of shelves is labelled in that way that you can read the labels without going 

in between the shelves. The labels work like road signs; you can read them from the corridor.  

                                                           
13

 Here it was quite surprising, that even PhD-Students and fellows mentioned, that they avoid going into the library because of the 

named feeling of getting lost. So this is evidence that even people with an academic cultural capital need information architecture 
and support for orientation and navigation in library spaces.  
14

Alexander, Christopher, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray Silverstein. 1977. A Pattern Language. Towns - Buildings - Constructions. New 

York: Oxford University Press. P. 481. 
15

 —. 1995. Eine Muster-Sprache. Städte Gebäude Konstruktion. Wien: Löcker Verlag. P. 520, (this is a translated citation). 
16

 Website of the library of the University of Konstanz, http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/index.php?id=281&L=1, 31.07.2011. 
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This is information architecture, like we know it from the web de-

sign. The different levels of information hierarchy are clearly com-

prehensible. Floor plans function like sitemaps and lead us to the 

searched information or book stock. A good working information 

architecture, digital as well as material is characterised in that way 

that you easily without loop way find what you are looking for. The 

library in the case of Konstanz is the material counterpart to a digital 

library catalogue. (The micro level of orientation and navigation 

focuses on how to find a single book or other media in a shelf. To 

abbreviate my paper this level is not explained.) 

 

Library spaces are characterised by social and material closing 

mechanisms. This seems to be a general concept that I found it sev-

eral libraries in different countries. The library spaces are not only 

material resistance. Crucial for getting over this resistance are the 

cultural capital and the library experiences of the users. To orientate 

and navigate in the library and to be able to make the synthesis of 

space it‘s necessary to be well grounded in knowledge of library 

spaces. A solution could be to provide a wide range of support like 

easy accessible maps and floor plans, intuitive understandable label-

ling of shelves and a social infrastructure like librarians, guided tours, “how to use the library”-courses and 

so on. Libraries are essential key factors for knowledge cities and a knowledge society.17 Consequently a 

central condition for engaging as many different social groups as possible is to avoid admission restriction 

and user fees. These are social and financial thresholds.18  

 

 

3 Heterogenic User Experiences and the experience of urbanity   
 

User Experience is, as well as information architecture a concept of web design. It means that users should 

have the best possible experience by using (web) spaces. You can find user experience nearly everywhere. 

User experience is an important part of my concept of space I described above. It belongs to the “social 

practices”.  The information architecture is one factor of user experience: a positive user experience in a 

library depends on the feeling of being well orientated, the successful media research and therefore the 

feeling of not being stressed. User experience is the answer to the question that was pointed out at the 

beginning: “Why do people go to the library?” – instead of reading books independent of any places on 

their e-book readers. Or as I observed in a library in Great Britain: Why do they go into a library for reading 

their e-books there?19  

 The use of library spaces has changed. The library as an institution is no longer just a place to bor-

row books and to read in silence. Nowadays libraries provide a huge variety of services and access to lots of 

(cultural) events for many different social groups. Connected with these offerings it is necessary to provide 

heterogenic library spaces.  

 

                                                           
17

 Carrillo, Francisco Javier. 2006. "Knowledge Cities. Approaches, Experiences, and Perspectives." Burlington/Oxford: Butterworth-

Heinemann. Pp. 10 and 13. 
18

 The raise of the importance of access is described by Jeremy Rifkin in an impressive way: Rifkin, Jeremy. 2000. The Age of Access. 

The New Culture of Hypercapitalism, Where all of Life is a Paid-For Experience New York: Penguin Putnam. 
19

 Participant observation, 04.09.2010, Oxford, Old Bodleian Library.  

Figure 3: Library of the University of Konstanz, 

law section 
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Figure 4: Bibliothek  Universität Konstanz; Bibliothek Åbo

20
 

Users annex the library spaces. The first picture in figure 4 shows some students in the library of the Uni-

versity of Konstanz.  They have built their own space, notebooks, energy plug in systems, tables, chairs and 

a relaxing chair.  These relaxing chairs are used for sleeping, intensive thinking, listening to music and so on. 

They are highly frequented. Not visible in this picture is that by looking out of the window you can see the 

inner space of the university campus. So this group of students has chosen a place where it can observe 

what happens outside. The second picture in shows the public library in Åbo in southern Finland. Reading 

newspaper is one of the typical activities in libraries. Mental maps of libraries show that places like infor-

mation desks, news paper reading spaces with comfortable armchairs and couches, and meeting points are 

kept in mind and easy to remember. They have a very positive connotation. Connected with these aspects 

it was often named in interviews with library users that they like to use different spaces for different pur-

poses: armchairs for reading and following the development of a story, group working spaces, and special 

places to meet friends like a cafeteria, or for having a break. Library users wish to have a “library flow”. 

These are requirements some bookshops are matching yet. They provide sightseeing tours21, exhibitions, 

readings, lectures, concerts and so on. There are lots of potential ways of improving and widening the of-

fers of libraries. And sometimes library buildings are even in an architectural view spectacular and worth of 

visiting them.22  

 

Libraries could expand to centres of the cultural and social life in cities. They provide information services 

and access to books, media, DVDS, CDs, online catalogues, and access to the internet. Furthermore they 

provide something special: Spaces for lots of different activities. They provide space for inspiration and 

contemplation, working spaces for single persons or groups, spaces where to meet and chat and so on. You 

could go to a library to meet friends or to visit an exhibition or to listen to a reading. While working in dif-

ferent projects concerning private and public space I designed a model of materio-social spaces which en-

capsulates the dimension of participation as well (figure 6). 

 

                                                           
20

 Sources: Konstanz: Own Picture, Åbo: Niegaard, Hellen. 2009. "Library Space. Inspiration for Buildings and Design." Kopenhagen: 

Danish Library Association. P. 55. 
21

 For instance it is provided in Stockholm to follow the hot spots of Stieg Larsons stories through the city, as well as in Oxford and 

the hot spots of the Harry Potter movies.  
22

 A recent exhibition in Munich focuses on modern library architecture: “Wisdom builds a house – The architecture and history of 

libraries”. This topic seems to attract the attention of lots of visitors. http://www.pinakothek.de/en/kalender/2011-07-
14/10617/wisdom-builds-house-architecture-and-history-libraries, 31.07.2011  
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Participation in this model means, that people overtake an active role in socio-material spaces. In contrast 

to consumption, which means just to receive and use things or services, participation describes social activi-

ties to generate something more and new, like knowledge or contacts. This model clarifies that on the one 

hand heterogenic materio-social spaces should be provided by libraries, on the other hand, that libraries do 

have the potentials to match these spatial requirements. This enables people just to come across the li-

brary, maybe have a look inside of the cafeteria, decide if they want to stay or not. The cafeterias as to a 

greater extend a public space for consumption could be a low-threshold access to the library. Library ser-

vices and cultural events in the library could attract the attention of people while they are sitting there and 

drinking a coffee.  

Last but not least, innovative and fascinating library buildings can function as important factors for generat-

ing amazing cityscapes with a high potential of recognition and identification. This fact added to the central 

function of libraries as a cultural centre could make libraries to an important factor of the local identity of a 

city. A modern library in nowadays could overtake the role the church had in the past. The church and the 

place in front of the church have been the main social places of the citizens.  

 

An example for such a library could be the new Deichmanske Bibliotek in Oslo. This library is planned next 

to the opera house. There will be lots of space around it and a fantastic view to the sea/fjord. This free 

space could become a new hot spot of Oslo. It is planned to combine the library services with a wide range 

of social and cultural services and activities. The aim of this library concept is to build a very attractive 

meeting point in the middle of the town and as well a new attractive cityscape in the meaning of a town’s 

landmark. If and how this works could be analysed in an upcoming project.  

 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure 5: Model of Space in 2 Dimensions: Privacy and Participation in Libraries 
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